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The Killing of Angel Street 
Ben Goldsmith 
The Killing of Angel Street (Donald Crombie, 1981) opens with a classic black-and-white shot of the 
Sydney Harbour Bridge. This, as we will soon discover, is the view from the fictional street of the 
title. The camera slowly pans right across the area now known as Barangaroo, taking in the 
whole of the western face of The Rocks and settling briefly on the cluster of high-rises that make 
up the centre of the city. Portentous strings and brass reach a crescendo as the film’s title is 
splashed on screen. The long opening take continues as the camera pans down over the roof of a 
partly demolished house. The sinister opening music yields to a melancholy duet of flute and 
guitar, and black-and-white gives way to colour as the camera cranes down past more ruins, 
before stopping in front of what seems the only untouched house in Angel Street.  
A film and a history 
The opening shot immediately positions the film geographically. It also perhaps conveys a subtle 
message to the New South Wales Film Corporation (NSWFC). Initially enthusiastic about 
supporting a Sydney-based film, the NSWFC rapidly lost interest and declined to invest after its 
head, Paul Riomfalvy, was allegedly warned off the project.1 This would be but one of several 
efforts to discourage the filmmaking team of Michael Craig (writer), Anthony Buckley (producer) 
and Donald Crombie (director) from making the film, most likely because the antagonists feared 
that it would revive public interest in the mysterious disappearance of anti-development 
campaigner and newspaper publisher Juanita Nielsen in 1975. As many suspected, and as a 1983 
coronial inquest confirmed, it was likely that Nielsen had been murdered to silence her and end 
the long-running campaign against the redevelopment of Victoria Street in Kings Cross – an area 
the National Trust called ‘the Montmartre of Sydney’, and the site of one of the earliest ‘green 
bans’ by the New South Wales Builders Labourers Federation (NSWBLF) in the early 1970s.2 
Angel Street is one of two films released at the time that referenced the Nielsen disappearance.  
Phillip Noyce’s Heatwave (1982) also drew on the case, and was released just months after 
Crombie’s film came out on 1 October 1981. While Angel Street draws several incidents and 
scenes from events in Victoria Street and other sites of conflict between developers, residents and 
the union, it is clearly a work of fiction. Despite this fact, and despite the declaration by 
commentators at the time of the release of both Angel Street and Heatwave that ‘it is of little use to 
search for correspondence between the events which may have inspired the films and the stories 
which the films tell’,3 it is important and useful to place Angel Street in the context of the history 
in which it explicitly situates itself. This is necessary now because although that history continues 
to recede from public memory, the many stories it contains – not only of kidnapping and murder, 
but also of corruption and collusion between developers, the police and the government, and of 
the extraordinary combination of union and people power that helped to preserve the Sydney we 
see today – deserve to be remembered and retold. And although it was made several years after 
both Nielsen’s murder and the end of the green bans following the deregistration of the NSWBLF, 
Angel Street is both a part of this history and a reference point for the present. 
The film’s opening shot seems to knowingly capture this duality: its style and content are 
reminiscent of an old newsreel or Commonwealth Film Unit (CFU) documentary, until the subtle 
visual shift to colour signifies the unfolding present. For those familiar with the scene, it is hard 
not to be reminded that Sydney is still changing and renewing; the vista is no longer the same, 
but the contests over urban development and the consequences of remediation persist. When in 
mid 2012 I visited Weston Street in Balmain East – the location where the film was shot – a crew 
of workers was remodelling the foreshore walkway on the Balmain side, while over the water, 
work on the multibillion-dollar Barangaroo development had been suspended after asbestos was 
found, again, on the site.  
The pan across The Rocks in the opening shot of Angel Street salutes one of the first and one of the 
most significant victories of the green bans movement.4 In November 1971, the NSWBLF 
imposed a ban on developments that promised to radically transform the historic suburb of The 
Rocks and force over 400 residents out of their homes. The union’s highly effective tactic of 
withdrawing its members’ labour and refusing to work on projects that its leaders deemed 
ecologically or socially harmful was the first of its kind in the world.5 In the midst of a 
construction boom, the union was able to act on its ethical and political objections to 
developments that threatened to displace the inner-city working class or destroy the city’s green 
spaces. The Rocks’ green ban stood for almost four years, by which time the development 
proposals had been substantially revised, leaving much of the suburb intact and preserving the 
skyline that is visible in the opening shot of Angel Street.  
The continuation of the opening shot on to the concrete jungle of high-rise office buildings and 
luxury apartments that make up the city vividly illustrates what The Rocks might have become 
had the green ban not been imposed. It is a pointed rebuke to the big end of town. The pan down 
from the city in to Angel Street then suggests the shift of capital’s interests to new and potentially 
easier pickings. The next shot reveals that the development will not be uncontested, however, as 
a large and jolly group of residents and supporters sing and dance their way into Angel Street, 
accompanied by a jazz band. One of the protestors’ handpainted placards reads ‘People not 
Profits’, the slogan adopted by the green bans movement in the 1970s,6 while another demands 
‘Low Cost Houses Now’; both signs directly reference the socio-economic motivation behind 
many of the green bans, a high proportion of which were ‘placed in defence of working class 
residential areas’.7 And just visible as the crowd turns the corner into Angel Street is a wall poster 
that asks ‘Who Killed Juanita Nielsen?’ 
Pre-production 
Michael Craig had directly referenced the Nielsen case in the title of his first draft, ‘The Juanita 
Factor’, but as the script went through multiple rewrites and several writers, the story evolved 
and fiction prevailed. David Stratton reported in The Avocado Plantation that ‘each draft of the 
script was read by a QC, and every time something had to be deleted or changed’.8 The project 
became ‘Not in the Public Interest’, and then ‘Hot Property’, before Buckley and Crombie settled 
on the suitably ambiguous The Killing of Angel Street. It would have been more correct, if more 
inelegant and unwieldy, to have called the film ‘The Killings of Angel Street’, since there are two 
deaths in the film. If we count the demise of the street itself, there are three; although the fictional 
campaign to save Angel Street is ultimately won, the houses and carefully crafted ruins that were 
built (and demolished) especially for the film are now long gone, now existing only on celluloid.  
As Meredith and Verity Burgmann recount the story in their history of the green bans movement, 
Nielsen disappeared on 4 July 1975 after going to the Carousel nightclub in Kings Cross to talk to 
the management about advertising in her newspaper, Now, which had become a mouthpiece for 
the anti-development movement in and around Victoria Street. Nielsen had been a prominent 
figure in the residents’ and union’s fight with developer Frank Theeman that has been described 
as ‘the most fiercely contested green ban of all’.9 Theeman was notorious for using armed thugs 
to vandalise buildings and intimidate residents who were reluctant to leave, and was closely 
linked to prominent figures in the Kings Cross criminal underworld, including Abe Saffron (aka 
‘Mr Sin’), owner of the Carousel Club, and James Anderson, manager of the club at the time 
Nielsen disappeared.10 Craig tapped into this seamy tale when writing his script, with many 
direct references to the Nielsen case and the Victoria Street protest, including the ever-present 
heavies (described in the script as ‘sinister men, loitering for no apparent reason’) and the regular 
intimidation of residents, the squatters who moved in to help residents, and the kidnapping of 
one prominent figure. In the director’s commentary accompanying the DVD release of the film, 
Craig also cites the story of an old man killed in a suspicious house fire as an inspiration for the 
scene in which one of the leaders of the community protests in Angel Street dies in a fire. The fire 
is blamed on ageing electrical wiring, despite the fact that power had been cut off to the house 
some time before.11 The scene echoes another real-life incident: a young Aboriginal woman, 
Esther Maria Blaskowski, died in September 1973 as a result of a fire in a Victoria Street house 
that was owned by Frank Theeman’s son, Michael. The coroner later found that the fire ‘could 
have been started deliberately or it could have been an accident’.12 
The filmmakers held a widely shared certainty that Nielsen’s disappearance and events around 
Victoria Street were the result of a conspiracy that reached from the murky criminal underworld 
of Kings Cross right up to the highest levels of government – a belief that was reinforced by the 
several warnings they received to drop the project before it went into production. One came via a 
telephone call to Craig from Tony Reeves, an investigative journalist who had himself received 
death threats to discourage him from writing a book about the Nielsen affair.13 Another came 
from NSWFC head Paul Riomfalvy, which both Buckley in his memoirs and Crombie on the 
DVD commentary recall came after he was advised by ‘a knight of the realm’ not to back the 
project.14 According to Buckley, the filmmakers were also cautioned by a minister in the New 
South Wales state government during a hastily arranged visit to the Australian Film, Television 
and Radio School in 1980. At that time, Buckley was deputy chair of the school’s governing 
council, and the minister – whose portfolio did not include film or education – expressly 
requested his presence. Buckley recalls that as they sat having tea in the office of the school’s 
director, Storry Walton, the minister turned to Buckley and asked, ‘And what is this film you’re 
making about Juanita Nielsen?’ Somewhat surprised by the question, Buckley replied that the 
film was a fiction, and only indirectly related to the Nielsen story. According to Buckley: 
[The minister] went on to point out the potential dangers we might face as filmmakers if we were to 
continue. I asked for an example. ‘Well, do you have a dog?’ (pause) ‘You don’t want to come downstairs 
one morning and find the dog dead on the lawn do you? And find your number plates have vanished from 
your car do you?’ Then came this sinister message. ‘Doesn’t your director have two children?’ This startled 
all three of us to the point that I responded, ‘Well, if anything were to happen to us it would be great 
publicity for the film.’ It was the only thing I could think of to say. He was not expecting this, hearing this, 
rose, thanked us and departed.15 
Crombie later recollected checking underneath his car for explosive devices after this encounter,16 
and on the DVD commentary he remembers living in Turramurra at this time in a house with no 
lockable garage, and recalls how the intimidation shook up his family.17 Buckley’s encounter with 
the minister subsequently inspired two scenes in the film. In the first, a dog is killed while its 
owner and the other remaining inhabitants of Angel Street hold a residents association meeting. 
Union organiser and professional stirrer Elliott (John Hargreaves) is watched from the shadows 
by the ever-present thugs as he gets into his car late at night after the meeting. Suddenly 
nightclub owner and aspiring developer Collins (Allen Bickford) looms up from the back seat 
and menacingly hisses at Elliott, ‘One day you could start your engine, it could be the last thing 
you ever did. Keep the union out of my business.’ 
The Killing of Angel Street was director Donald Crombie’s fourth feature film, after Cathy’s Child (1979), 
The Irishman (1978) and his acclaimed first film, Caddie (1976). He had previously worked as a writer, 
producer and director at the Commonwealth Film Unit (CFU), which he had joined in the 1960s after 
completing a technical course at the National Institute of Dramatic Art. His long and productive 
association with editor and producer Anthony Buckley began at the CFU with the 1971 short film The 
Choice. Buckley later worked with Crombie as the producer of Caddie and The Irishman, and by the time 
they formed the production company Forest Home Films, they were already a formidable team. Angel 
Street was the second feature to be made under the banner of Forest Home Films, which was named in 
honour of the property in the Gulf Country where Elizabeth McNamara (pen name Elizabeth O’Connor) 
lived when she wrote the novel The Irishman. The company was one of the fortunate first recipients of an 
Australian Film Commission (AFC) program to finance slates of films rather than just individual projects. 
The scheme was not uncontroversial; Crombie and Buckley were singled out by Susan Dermody and 
Elizabeth Jacka in their two-volume history of the Australian industry since the revival, The Screening of 
Australia, as part of the ‘AFC club’, which comprised directors, producers and writers who ‘conformed’ 
to what Dermody and Jacka termed the ‘privileged aesthetic’ of Australian cinema in the 1970s and 
1980s: ‘TV naturalism’.18 ‘Those film-makers who conformed most ideally to this aesthetic did seem to be 
favoured by the AFC,’ Dermody and Jacka wrote.  
[T]hey were granted funding repeatedly, even when their films failed to show profits. They created the 
impression among outsiders that the AFC was a kind of club to which it was difficult to gain entry. Some of 
the members were Don Crombie, Tony Buckley, Joan Long, Tom Jeffrey, Errol Sullivan, Pat Lovell, the 
SAFC, the McElroys, Fred Schepisi, Ken Hannam, and Phillip Adams.19 
In his memoirs, Buckley is indignant at the suggestion that he and Crombie had it easy at this 
time: 
[W]e were given one-off funding for the development package and that was it. When I look at my desk diary 
for 1980 I wonder how both of us didn’t have a nervous breakdown when one considers the development 
slate we had embarked on … In development we had The Killing of Angel Street with Michael Craig, 
The Bagman with Philip Cornford and John Burney, Buddies with John Dingwell [sic], Morrison of 
Peking with Cecil Holmes, Sugar Train with Anne Deveson, an untitled comedy with Christine Stanton 
and The Reach with Ian Coughlan. The intention was for Donald and me to be a ‘producing team’, 
employing other directors in addition to Donald to enable both of us to generate some form of ongoing 
production, something Australian producers are still waiting to achieve. Out of all of this we still managed 
to get two of the films off the ground and John Dingwell [sic] to get his project up on his own.20 
Without overstating the obvious, Buckley later described Angel Street as ‘an investment and 
production nightmare’.21 Casting, financing and script development all proved to be remarkably 
difficult. Following Skrzynski’s suggestion, Buckley and Crombie decided to seek an 
international star for the lead role of Jessica Simmonds, and fixed on British actor Julie Christie. 
Crombie recalls: 
Getting to Julie Christie was hard. You will remember the opening scenes in Don’t Look Now where a 
child drowns in a lake on a property owned by [the characters played by Donald Sutherland and Julie 
Christie] ... Some time after she made the film a child did drown in a lake on Julie Christie’s property in 
Surrey. The child of friends of her, I believe. After that, she became something of a recluse and moved to a 
remote property in Wales. So plus the usual difficulty of meeting with stars, Julie Christie had to be lured 
to London for a meeting. Just speaking with her agent was a trial, as he only worked four days a week and 
got in late, took meetings, lunched, then left early and went to the country on Friday. I discovered via a 
friendly secretary that the best time to ring him was at 9.40am after he’d settled at his desk with coffee and 
before the first meeting. I rang him every day at that time for weeks and eventually had the meeting and 
lunch with Julie Christie. And she agreed to do the picture!22 
To gauge Crombie’s professional competence and bona fides, Christie requested a private 
screening of his first feature, Caddie, in London. Satisfied by what she saw, Christie signed on to 
the project in mid 1980, but in a strange turn of events Crombie’s agent, Hilary Linstead, 
complained to Actors Equity and the immigration department over the use of an international 
star on Angel Street. At the same time Linstead, who had been the casting director for Caddie, was 
producing Noyce’s film Heatwave which, like Angel Street, drew inspiration from the Nielsen 
story. Until the complaint was laid, Crombie had not known about his agent’s involvement with 
Heatwave. After the complaint – one of a number of battles within the film community in the 
1980s over international filmmakers working in Australia – their professional relationship ended.  
Christie’s agreement to star in the film came with the proviso that the script be redrafted. 
Television commitments in England prevented Craig from working on the rewrite, and the job 
passed to English screenwriter Evan Jones, who had written several screenplays for director 
Joseph Losey in the 1960s before scripting Wake in Fright (1971) for Canadian director Ted 
Kotcheff. He would go on to write a third Australian film, an adaptation of DH Lawrence’s novel 
Kangaroo (Tim Burstall, 1987). While Jones worked on the redraft, Crombie and Buckley travelled 
to Hollywood to seek investment, and were stunned to hear that Christie was not considered a 
‘bankable’ star. Crombie was told by the studios’ money men that Christie was ‘vehicle 
dependent’, meaning that ‘unless Spielberg was directing or she had a big male star with her, 
they [Hollywood studios] wouldn’t back her’.23  
Without secured funding, the offer to Christie was withdrawn. The filmmakers then approached 
Helen Morse, who had played the eponymous lead in Caddie. Morse gave detailed feedback on 
the script, and requested another draft. Jones was flown in from the UK to spend three weeks 
working on the script with Crombie and Morse in a motel in Lane Cove. But then, recalls Buckley, 
just before Christmas 1980 Morse withdrew from the film without explanation and without even 
notifying her agent.24 ‘[W]ith her’, Crombie ruefully told Peter Malone, ‘went the money’.25 
According to Buckley, the day after Morse withdrew from the project, the filmmakers received an 
offer to underwrite the film, but because a verbal agreement had been struck with United 
American Australasian Cinema (UAA) when Christie was attached – even though UAA could 
not come up with funds to cover her $400,000 fee – a legal battle ensued. In January the deal 
collapsed. Skrzynski offered to provide bridging funds to enable the project to continue until 
other funding could be secured, before two offers were received from local companies within a 
matter of days. And in another unexpected but serendipitous move, independent American 
producer Mace Neufeld offered further funding. Crombie and Buckley had met Neufeld on their 
trip to Hollywood in 1980, but had assumed that because he had not contacted them in the 
intervening months, he had no interest in the project. 
Although these injections of capital covered the budget, casting remained an issue. Morse’s 
unexplained departure meant that the filmmakers needed to find a new female lead. Her decision 
to leave the project also had ramifications for the role of the union organiser, Elliott. Bill Hunter 
had been cast when Christie was attached to the project, but when the role of Jessica Simmonds 
was offered to Elizabeth Alexander, Crombie felt that Hunter was no longer an appropriate foil. 
Crombie first encountered Alexander at a film festival in Italy, and after Tony Buckley met her at 
the launch of David Stratton’s book The Last New Wave, they agreed that she could play Jessica 
but not alongside Hunter.26  
Call it casting chemistry for want of a better term. That is what made it so hard to explain to Bill and why 
he never understood why he’d been dropped. I just felt that Bill would have been right with Julie Christie 
but not with Liz Alexander.27  
Hunter was close in age to Christie, and only a few years older than Morse. Alexander, who had 
made her name with roles in several iconic television series and miniseries including Bellbird and 
Seven Little Australians, was considerably younger. Hunter also had a role in the contending 
Nielsen-inspired film Heatwave, although it is not clear whether he was cast in Noyce’s film 
before or after Crombie decided to drop him from Angel Street. Either way, the discussion did not 
go well, and Hunter never spoke to Crombie again.28 Hunter was replaced by John Hargreaves, a 
household name at the time for his television work in such series as Henry Crawford’s Young 
Ramsay, and the Film Australia – Channel 9 co-production A Good Thing Going, for which he won 
a Logie award for Best Actor in a Miniseries or Telemovie in 1980. Hargreaves was also already 
building an impressive list of credits in such pivotal Australian films of the 1970s as Don’s Party 
(Bruce Beresford, 1976), Long Weekend (Colin Eggleston, 1979) and The Odd Angry Shot (Tom 
Jeffrey, 1979). Other prominent members of the cast included Alexander Archdale (who played 
BC Simmonds) and Reg Lye (who played Tommy Riley), both of whom had made their names in 
the 1950s, the former on British television and the latter in various Chips Rafferty – Lee Robinson 
projects. Arkie Whiteley’s minor role was her first big-screen appearance, while Norman Kaye is 
suitably creepy as a senior government bureaucrat. 
Before production began, Buckley and Crombie approached veteran Australian filmmaker Cecil 
Holmes to write a new draft. At that time, Holmes lived in Tusculum Street in Potts Point, 
around the corner from Victoria Street, and knew the anti-development story intimately. Holmes’ 
history of involvement in unions and labour struggles also helped to nuance and flesh out the 
character of Elliott, the union organiser and Communist. Elliott’s political sympathies referenced 
the influence of radical left-wing politics on Australian building unions in the 1960s and 1970s. 
Yet neither Elliott nor the film as a whole come close to reflecting the acrimony and factionalism 
that characterised relations between the federal Builders Labourers Federation and its NSW 
branch in this period, and which ultimately led to the demise of the green bans movement.  
Ironically for a film about the destruction of an inner-city neighbourhood, the fictional Angel 
Street had to be built from scratch before filming could begin. All of the remaining and half-
demolished harbourside houses in the film, with their picture-postcard views of the Sydney 
Harbour Bridge, were constructed on location in Balmain. Fortunately for the filmmakers, 
Leichhardt City Council was sympathetic to the story and to the green bans movement; in the 
early 1970s, the traditionally left-leaning council had supported the Anti-Urban Radial 
Expressway Committee in its fight against the construction of the proposed North-western 
Expressway, while throughout this period no council-approved development provoked a green 
ban.29 Luckily, the Angel Street site (in reality, the east side of Weston Street) was due in early 
1981 to be turned in to a nature reserve and park on the harbour foreshore up to the Balmain East 
ferry wharf. The filmmakers built Angel Street, shot the film, and removed the sets in the last few 
weeks before remediation work began. 
The story 
The Killing of Angel Street opens with a protest by residents against a developer’s plans to evict 
them, demolish their homes in a quiet harbourside street and build a new urban precinct. 
Accompanied by a jazz band, the protestors sing, dance and wave placards claiming ‘The People 
are Winning’ and demanding ‘Low Cost Houses Now’ and ‘People Before Profits’. Led by the 
patrician figure of BC Simmonds, a retired schoolteacher, and Elliott, a union organiser, the 
residents’ peaceful protest is violently broken up by the police, with many of the residents beaten. 
Several, including BC and Elliott, are arrested. 
When BC’s daughter Jessica (Elizabeth Alexander), a young geologist and academic, arrives back 
in Angel Street following the break-up of a long-term relationship overseas, she finds that her 
once-familiar world has been up-ended. Houses are in ruins, thugs loiter on the street and her 
father is in police custody. She gladly flees her childhood home for the plush suburban home of 
her brother Alan (David Downer) and his wife Nancy (Caz Lederman). As they lounge by the 
pool, a world away from Angel Street, Alan, a university lecturer, tells Jessica he is applying for a 
job in Geneva.  
BC is killed in a late-night house fire that mysteriously fails to cause much damage to the house. 
At BC’s funeral, the family lawyer Scotty (Brendon Lunney) tells Jessica and Alan that the fire 
was the result of an electrical fault. Riley shows Jessica the broken fuse box on the outside of BC’s 
house, which had been smashed earlier on the day of the fire. Asked whether he has gone to the 
police, Riley tells her ‘The police did the investigation … The police are working with ‘em, hand 
in glove’. They pass a poster on a wall reading ‘First Juanita … Now Simmo … We Do Not 
Forget’. In the pub, Riley tells Jessica about Juanita Nielsen’s activism and disappearance. ‘And 
nobody knows?’ she asks. ‘Everybody knows,’ he replies, ‘but nothing can be proved.’ 
The inner workings of the insidious conspiracy that ties Jessica to Juanita are suggested when Scotty 
plays golf with senior Justice Department official Mander (Norman Kaye). Mander, who is well 
informed about the case, persuades Scotty to discourage Jessica and Alan from asking for an 
investigation into their father’s death. In return, Mander tips Scotty off to a large forthcoming 
government contract. Mander asks Scotty to send him a copy of a statement Riley is planning to make 
about BC’s death. Before he is entirely aware of what has happened, Scotty is implicated in the 
conspiracy. He is prepared to betray his clients and the residents of Angel Street in return for a promise 
of personal advancement.  
In Angel Street, Riley is apprehended by several heavies and bundled into a car. He is later found 
by Jessica and Alan, bloodied, bruised and scared to testify. The scene recalls the treatment meted 
out to Victoria Street resident and activist Arthur King, who disappeared for several days after 
being kidnapped from his home in the middle of the night. Upon his return to Victoria Street, 
King packed up his belongings and left for good. 
Alan is threatened first via a late-night telephone call, and then when a truck dumps a pile of 
gravel in Alan’s driveway, symbolically and literally blocking his involvement in the struggle. 
Scotty offers Alan a way out, announcing that he has found an offer for BC’s house from the 
developer, Sir Arthur Wadham (Gordon McDougall), among BC’s papers. Incensed, Jessica goes 
to see Wadham, who denies involvement in her father’s death. He tries to convince her of the 
public benefit of his plan, showing off the architects’ models of the future of Angel Street. She 
leaves, determined to act on her newfound political consciousness.  
Elliott’s office is adorned with communist paraphernalia and fighting words. Over a beer, Elliott 
and Jessica speculate on Wadham’s and Collins’ involvement in the conspiracy. Suddenly Elliott 
has an unlikely epiphany: he suggests that Jessica request, through the residents association, that 
his union place a ban on work in Angel Street. It is not clear why neither he nor anyone else has 
thought of this before, given that it was a common tactic to instigate a green ban. 
The intimidation of residents and their supporters escalates. The police raid the house of young 
couple Ben (Ric Herbert) and Zoe (Pnina Bloch) in the middle of the night. A dog is decapitated 
while residents attend a meeting. Elliott is threatened in his car by chief thug Collins. Elliott 
seems to relish the attention but, as we see later, his defiance will cost him dearly. Alan loses the 
Geneva job when his prospective employers discover that as a student he was arrested in an 
unlicensed gay club. Then, over the course of one memorable night, Jessica is abducted, hung 
over the edge of a tall building by her ankles, forcibly plied with alcohol, arrested and strip-
searched. Mander comes to see her to apologise for the way the police treated her, but warns her 
that they cannot guarantee her safety if she returns to Angel Street.  
In an unconvincing scene in a park by the harbour the following day, Jessica recounts her ordeal 
to Elliott. Shocked at his insensitivity to her suffering, and realising that he has been using her to 
advance his political agenda, Jessica renounces all her causes and refuses to go on television to 
tell her story. In a surprisingly swift development, he reveals that the union has voted to impose 
a ban on Angel Street, effective immediately. Jessica flips again, now agreeing to appear and talk 
about the development and the murders, but not to make a political statement.  
Police intercept the car that the television station sends to collect Jessica on the night of the 
broadcast, and demand she travel with them. Despite her recent ordeal, and despite Mander’s 
barely veiled warning, Jessica meekly complies, only to find Elliott murdered on the back seat. 
The police are really Collins’ men in disguise. Collins accompanies Jessica to the television station, 
and warns her that all of the residents are ‘expendable’ unless she withdraws her allegations and 
testifies on camera that she believes her father’s death was accidental. Reversing her position 
once more, she agrees to withdraw. Riley is waiting at the television station to support her story, 
but his courage and faith in her are not enough to change her mind. Backstage, she meets 
Wadham, who seems genuinely shocked when he learns that Elliott has been killed. Recounting 
her promise to Collins, Jessica tells Wadham that she is going to withdraw her allegations. 
Wadham leaves, telling her, ‘what you do now is up to you’. The television host offers an 
encouraging pat on the knee, and suddenly Jessica is ready to tell all again. At the recording, she 
looks straight at the camera and begins to tell the story ‘of two men who meant a great deal to me, 
and how they came to die’.  
Back on Angel Street, the residents watch in silence as the trucks and workers finally depart. It is 
a pyrrhic victory, as the street is all but destroyed. In a suitably shadowy office in the city some 
time later, Mander and a government minister (Peter Collingwood) discuss the events. ‘You’ve 
made things awkward for us, committing us to a judicial inquiry,’ the minister remarks. ‘Oh I 
don’t think so, minister,’ Mander says with a knowing smile. ‘After all, you’ll be appointing the 
judge.’ Although it is suggested that some perpetrators of the violence and intimidation in Angel 
Street will be held to account, the myriad mechanisms open to the powerful to conceal their 
complicity allow them to ensure that the true extent of the conspiracy will never be revealed. 
Genre and style 
Angel Street is at heart a political thriller, and as such is something of a rarity in recent Australian 
cinema. Films featuring conspiracies involving police corruption and cover-ups (such as Esben 
Storm’s Deadly, 1992), corrupt dealings in banks and big business (Robert Connolly’s The Bank, 
2001) and international political intrigues and scandals (Peter Weir’s The Year of Living 
Dangerously, 1982; John Duigan’s Far East, 1982; Robert Connolly’s Balibo, 2009) have appeared 
from time to time, but not in the numbers that might be expected given the rich subject matter in 
Australian history and mythology. Although Carl Schultz’s hard-boiled detective thriller Goodbye 
Paradise (1983) is immersed in the murky world of collusion between developers, police and 
politicians in Queensland, the stories of collusion and corruption in the Sunshine State have 
tended to appear on television rather than on the big screen. The relative dearth of such films 
makes it even more surprising and noteworthy that two films dealing with similar subject matter, 
although with wildly different styles – Angel Street and Heatwave – came out within months of 
each other in 1981 and 1982.  
Where director Phillip Noyce deploys a variety of expressive cinematic techniques in Heatwave, 
Crombie’s approach in Angel Street is naturalistic and observational, and much closer in style and 
sympathies to the well-established social realist strain of Australian cinema. Crombie’s film is 
also much closer in style and subject matter to the ‘activist documentaries’ Woolloomooloo (which 
depicts the Victoria Street campaign; Pat Fiske, Denise White & Peter Gailey, 1979), Waterloo 
(about the NSW Housing Commission’s plans to redevelop the suburb of Waterloo; Tom 
Zubrycki, 1981) and Rocking the Foundations (which tells the history of the NSWBLF; Pat Fiske, 
1986).30 
Several Australian films deal with Angel Street’s theme of real estate development and urban 
renewal. Almost invariably the developer is the bad guy, and the development is typically 
portrayed in a negative light or leads to misfortune for the central characters. In The Castle (Rob 
Sitch, 1997), an ordinary suburban family living happily on an unfinished housing estate fight the 
compulsory acquisition of their home. Denny Lawrence’s Emoh Ruo (1985) features a young 
family conned by a shonky developer into moving to a new estate, where their house literally 
collapses around them. Fraud and the destruction of a new development, this time a resort in the 
Blue Mountains, are at the heart of Quentin Masters’ 1982 film A Dangerous Summer. In ‘Lovin’ 
the Spin I’m In’, the third part of Tracey Moffatt’s first film Bedevil (1993), unquiet spirits obstruct 
the redevelopment of a derelict building. And several recent films focus on the downward-
spiralling lives of men involved in major developments. The eponymous lead character in 
Alkinos Tsilimidos’ Tom White (2004) – an architectural draughtsman – falls from a comfortable 
suburban home to life on the streets of Melbourne after he is taken off the project to remediate the 
local tip and turn it into a housing estate. And in Nash Edgerton’s excellent thriller The Square 
(2008), Ray (David Roberts), the site manager of a new housing development, juggles an 
increasingly unmanageable number of deceptions until everything tragically falls apart. It may be 
that this tendency to represent (re)development as misery-inducing and frequently deadly points 
to an unsettlement at the heart of contemporary Australian culture over the politics of land rights, 
as well as the frequently unedifying history of property ownership and dispossession that lies 
behind relations between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians to this day. It is certainly 
possible to read this into many of the films, although this is not the place for an extended 
discussion.  
With its roots firmly in real life, Angel Street’s allegories are more transparent and straightforward. 
Elliott believes, as Jessica comes to believe, that Wadham’s plan to build a new urban precinct conceals 
an organised conspiracy between ‘the holy trinity’: big business, organised crime and the government. 
Wadham represents big business, and is the mouthpiece for the utilitarian rhetoric of urban renewal that 
regularly justifies the destruction and displacement of inner-urban (typically working-class) 
communities on the grounds that more people will benefit from redevelopment. The organised crime 
figurehead, Collins, orchestrates the violent intimidation of residents to secure the money laundering 
through the development. The government is a more dispersed entity in the film, represented most 
directly by the sinister bureaucrat Mander and the faceless minister whose power and influence are 
undimmed by the failure of this particular scheme. The government is also represented by its many 
functionaries: the various police, who protect the interests and property of capital over those of 
everyday Australians, and also characters like the lawyer Scotty, who tries to steer his clients away from 
confrontation and the community and towards personal enrichment and quiet complicity. 
The filmmakers’ sympathies are clearly evident from the opening scene of the film, and their 
experiences during pre-production, recounted above, would only have confirmed their belief that 
a far larger conspiracy lay behind the events in Victoria Street and elsewhere. Collusion between 
NSW premier Sir Robert Askin (1965–1975) and major developers had long been suspected; 
eleven received knighthoods during Askin’s premiership. While Frank Theeman was not among 
the eleven, Meredith and Verity Burgmann report that Askin attended a party held in 1974 at 
Theeman’s home in Bellevue Hill, when  
[a] group of resident activists and builders labourers ‘disguised’ as high society guests infiltrated the 
proceedings, distributing small cards which informed guests that ‘Under Concrete and Glass Sydney’s 
Disappearing Fast’ or ‘The person next to you may be a demonstrator’ and placing propaganda leaflets 
under plates and in bathrooms.31 
The premier’s extensive alleged dealings with organised crime in Sydney became the subject of a 
series of National Times articles (and eventually a book) shortly after his death in 1981.32  
In Angel Street, the politicians and their minions ultimately get away scot free, although the 
depiction of their activities here does nothing to improve the low esteem in which they are 
widely held. Wadham and the big-business interests he represents are treated more kindly; 
throughout the film he appears, and professes, to be ignorant of the grimier and bloodier details 
of his project on Angel Street. This is an important departure from the Victoria Street story, in 
which the developer Frank Theeman was clearly responsible for multiple acts of violence and 
intimidation against residents.33 It was also revealed at the 1983 inquest into Juanita Nielsen’s 
disappearance that six weeks before she vanished, Theeman’s company had paid $25,000 to Jim 
Anderson, manager of the Carousel Club, where Theeman’s son also worked. Peter Rees, author 
of the book Killing Juanita, told the ABC’s 7.30 Report in 2004 that he believed this money was 
‘paid to remove Juanita Nielsen’.34 In a long and detailed set of questions on the Nielsen case to 
the Minister for Police in the NSW Legislative Council in 2010, it was further revealed that 
Theeman had loaned $260,000 to Anderson, which was never repaid. The minister was asked 
whether police had undertaken investigations of allegations that these were payments for 
Nielsen’s murder. The minister’s answer was succinct: ‘The NSW Police Force has advised me 
that this matter is currently with the Unsolved Homicide Team for review. It would therefore be 
inappropriate to comment on particular aspects of the investigation.’35 
Class and education 
There is a clear class dimension to the film and the events it evokes. Many of the tenants and 
residents in Victoria Street, Woolloomooloo and The Rocks in the 1970s were working class – 
often sailors, wharfies and pensioners – whose families had lived in the areas for generations. 
They are personified in Angel Street in the figure of Tommy Riley. They are also contemptuously 
evoked by Sir Arthur Wadham when he proudly shows Jessica the models of his development 
that will replace the ‘obsolete unhealthy, wasteful’ old houses with new buildings: 
The architects have been instructed to preserve every single tree. The nineteenth-century facades have been 
carefully copied, the high-rise set back discreetly. There’ll be space for ten times as many people to live and 
work in a beautiful precinct close to the heart of the city. All this is being held up by a handful of old 
residents, sailors, waitresses, artists who don’t pay their rent. And squatters. 
As Burgmann and Burgmann demonstrate in their comprehensive history of the green bans 
movement, both the rank and file members and the leaders of the NSWBLF enthusiastically 
supported bans on developing working-class communities. Indeed, Burgmann and Burgmann 
describe a ban declared by the union as early as 1962 against the construction of the Warringah 
Expressway on the grounds that working-class residents were being evicted without suitable 
alternative accommodation being found for them.36 
Of course, the developments did not only affect working-class residents. The very first green ban 
was declared to prevent building work on Kelly’s Bush in the wealthy suburb of Hunters Hill. 
And many of the residents’ action groups that appealed to the union for help contained members 
from across the social spectrum; the 1972 establishment of the Coalition of Resident Action 
Groups (CRAG) ‘brought the professional expertise of the groups’ members from more middle-
class areas directly to the service of those in more working-class areas’.37 This kind of ‘cross-class 
alliance’ is reflected in Angel Street in the role of BC Simmonds (a retired schoolteacher, known 
locally as ‘the professor’), who literally leads the protest in the first scene. The fact that the 
Simmonds house stands alone and untouched in the street is not only a visually arresting image, 
but it also symbolises the differential treatment of middle-class residents. After BC’s death, his 
daughter Jessica (a professional geologist and academic), and to a lesser extent his son Alan (an 
economics professor), take up this role. That the campaign is led by middle-class characters who 
are also educators is highly revealing; all of the working-class characters, with the exception of 
Elliott, look to and take their lead from the Simmondses. While Elliott’s political convictions 
reflect those of the unionists he personifies, the residents neither seem to share his radicalism nor 
give any indication that they have learnt from him. Rather, their agency is conditional on the 
approval and direction of the middle-class characters.  
While this may well reflect the gradual withering away of communist and far-left political 
sympathies among the urban working class in Australia and the early stirrings of an aspirational 
outlook, it is not an entirely fair reflection of the history of the green bans movement. Union 
leadership on this issue was crucial; while, as in the film, residents’ groups often contacted the 
union to seek their support in a particular area, it was also the case that residents’ action groups 
were inspired and radicalised by the union’s green bans. It is certainly true that it was the 
combination of large community-based mobilisations and unionists’ refusals to work on ethical 
and moral grounds that led to the success of many of the bans. In the film, however, the fact that 
the protest is not linked in any way to the broader movement makes it appear to be an isolated 
incident. It may of course have been a very different film had the full extent of the green bans 
movement been represented, but looking back now forty years later it feels like an opportunity 
missed. The context will not be immediately evident to someone coming to the film with no 
knowledge of the events, though the film certainly seeds questions that may grow into historical 
awareness. 
Exhibition and reception 
David Williams of the Greater Union Organisation (GUO) had been a champion of Crombie and 
Buckley’s earlier films, helping to ensure Caddie’s box office success and co-financing The Irishman. 
But while GUO initially greeted Angel Street with enthusiasm, Buckley noted in his memoirs that 
this would ‘later change to a degree of hostility’.38 Greater Union did release the film, but to the 
filmmakers’ consternation it premiered in Melbourne rather than in Sydney, where it was set and 
where it had been made. Buckley reports that GUO, unusually, provided no publicity for the film 
until two weeks before it opened. Crombie recalls that a senior publicist for GUO told him he 
disliked the film ‘in the lift at 49 Market Street [GUO’s headquarters in Sydney] as we were 
leaving to fly to Melbourne for the premiere. Which made for an uncomfortable flight’.39 The film 
opened in the Pitt Centre in Sydney in October 1981, and while its first week’s figures were soft, 
the box office grew week on week, until it was unexpectedly pulled in the third week. David 
Williams told Buckley, ‘I may explain the circumstances at a later date’. ‘That day’, Buckley wrote 
ruefully, ‘has never come’.40 
The reviews at the time were mixed. Meaghan Morris described Angel Street as ‘a soapy sort of 
social comment’ in her review for the Financial Review in October 1981.41 In an article on politics 
and fiction in Angel Street and Heatwave for Filmnews in March the following year, Helen Grace, 
Carolyn Strachan and Pat Fiske (one of the first female builders labourers in Sydney, who would 
make the 1986 documentary Rocking the Foundations about the history of the NSWBLF) concluded 
that Angel Street ‘seems to be more designed for a TV audience than a cinema audience’.42 This 
view was echoed some years later by Buckley, who told David Stratton that ‘you look at it now 
and it’s probably just a good telemovie’.43 And Neil Rattigan comes to a similar conclusion in his 
1991 survey of Australian cinema, in which he writes, ‘stylistically, it is little more than a good 
tele-movie: a suspenseful story well told’.44 When I put these judgements to him, Crombie 
responded with just a small hint of annoyance:  
had Julie Christie played the lead, would the film be pejoratively described as a telemovie? I once read 
something along the lines that the difference between a movie and a telemovie is that in a movie, the leading 
characters are played by stars. Looking at the Australian slate over the years there could be some truth in 
that.45  
Other critics were more positive. Naming it his ‘Film of the Week’ in October 1981, John Lapsley 
wrote in The Sydney Morning Herald that it was ‘an enjoyable, fast-moving film in which action 
and tension are skilfully blended with a moving story about courage, love and integrity’.46 
Despite its unfortunate fate in Australia, Angel Street gained some critical and commercial 
acclaim overseas. The film was selected for competition at the Berlin Film Festival in 1982, where 
Crombie was upbraided by an Australian film critic who was incensed that Angel Street had been 
chosen over Heatwave. Crombie recalled that the theme resonated for Berliners, who had 
experienced similar bouts of urban renewal. Or, as he recently suggested to me with tongue 
planted firmly in cheek, ‘perhaps the Germans appreciate telemovies’.47 Buckley remembers that 
a German film on a similar theme about events in Frankfurt had been banned, which may also 
have helped the German audiences’ sympathy for Angel Street. The film won a Jury Prize, and 
was subsequently released with some success in Germany as well as in the United States, where 
again, reviews were not overwhelmingly positive. Reviewing the film for The New York Times, 
Vincent Canby described it as ‘an earnest, self-righteous attack on ruthless land developers riding 
roughshod over the little folks of Sydney’. He went on: ‘it so overstates its case that it’s likely to 
give social activism a bad name’.48  
Ultimately, as these reviewers’ comments suggest, the formal qualities of The Killing of Angel 
Street are not what it will most be remembered for. Rather, the film is significant for its subject 
matter and its capacity to evoke an enormously important period in the history of Australian 
environmental activism, labour relations and urban development. And although it does not 
depict Juanita Nielsen’s story, the series of direct and indirect references to the case ensure that 
any commentary or discussion of the film must acknowledge this history too. 
Principal Cast 
Jessica: Liz Alexander 
Elliott: John Hargreaves 
Riley: Reg Lye 
Alan: David Downer 
Nancy: Caz Lederman 
BC Simmonds: Alexander Archdale 
Scott: Brendon Lunney 
Collins: Allen Bickford 
Sir Arthur Wadham: Gordon McDougall 
Ben: Ric Herbert 
Zoe: Pnina Bloch 
Mander: Norman Kaye 
Tina: Arkie Whiteley 
 
Crew 
Director: Donald Crombie 
Producer: Anthony Buckley 
Screenplay: Evan Jones, Michael Craig and Cecil Holmes 
Original Story: Michael Craig 
Director of Photography: Peter James 
Executive Producer: Jim George 
Film Editor: Tim Wellburn 
Music: Brian May 
Production Designer: David Copping 
Costume Designer: Judith Dorsman 
Art Director: Lindsay Hewson 
Sound Recordist: John Phillips 
Sound Editor: Peter Burgess 
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